filtering resilience
An alternative EPA solution in cleansing water
and sediment from Duwamish River
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-Duwamish River
declared Superfund Site by EPA
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-255 gallons of100% PCB transformer oil spill

-Rezoning solely for Industrial only
-Army Corp of Engineers channelize river

-First sidewalks and streets paved
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-South Park neighborhood annexed



-Construction of ﬁrst railroad
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-Trolly is extended from Downtown to South Park

-First ferry crossing the Duwamish River

-Duwamish Tribe used region for ﬁshing and hunting
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Water Storage and Green Space

Precedents Study and Design Focus

Burning Landﬁll for Energy Production

Design Essentials

Water Storage
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Electricity

Methane Collection into Energy Production

Puente Hills, Los Angeles, CA

Croton Water Treatment Plant, Brox, NY

Waste-To-Energy Plant, Denmark

Run for the River

Run for the River

Yauger Park, Olympia, WA

Alternative Phytoremdiation Design

The Avenue, Washington DC

Jersey City Hoboken Viaduct Park
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Filtering Resilience
Project Statement:
The goal of our purposed design is to provide an alternative to the current EPA clean‐up
project in the Duwamish River. Filtering Resilience focuses on treating sediment and
water on site, rather than the current solution of shipping contaminated sediment
across the state. The use of different phytoremediation strategies is implemented in the
sites to clean fresh water and salt water. Another goal of the project is once the water is
clean with phytoremediation plants, the water is then pumped into the ground water
for recharge while flushing out contaminates in the soil. Overtime, the frequent cleaning
and pumping of water back into the ground water would eventually provide a more
healthy environment in the Duwamish River Valley.
Narrative:
Since the channelization of the Duwamish River and its bordering industrial zones, the
Duwamish River has become dangerously polluted impacting the health of the residents
and environment bordering the river. The poor water quality has been exacerbated by
past floods and will be further worsened by climate change with sea levels rising. The
filtrations would be undergone in two different phases including a floodable park being
directed via a floodable street to a water treatment plant located on an existing landfill
in South Park. Once water is filtered in the two sites, water is either stored or pumped
back into the water table.
The floodable park proposes collecting contaminated sediment and water into a self‐
cleaning system and a publicly accessible park that includes elevated circulation forming
the depressed chambers. The contained planter beds separate sediment and water and
transfer both to rotating phytoremediation beds that undergo multiple treatments
specifying to particular contaminants. Once water has looped through the
phytoremediation treatment chambers in the floodable park, they are conveyed to the
treatment plant for final filtration. Rather than transferring sediment to a foreign
location, treated soil is applied as a foundation for wetland restoration along the
Duwamish River. The accessible park is sprinkled with interpretive signage educating the
public of the various habitats that simultaneously function as filtration systems of water
and sediment‐including tidal mudflat, saltwater wetland, freshwater wetland, prairie
meadow and upland habitat.
The water treatment plant obtains multiple functions that work to clean up and re‐use
this highly contaminated portion of South Park. The water treatment plant focuses on
water storage, water filtration, pushing clean water into the groundwater table, biofuel
production, green concrete production, landfill clean up, energy production, public
green space, and a community center.

Phytoremediation plants can filter out specific contaminates presented in the water and
soil. The wetlands provide irrigation for phytoremediation plants, storage for water,
leachate from the landfill, and algae, Desalting greenhouse wetlands are located on site
to desalt the water from high tide mainly. Once the water is clean, it is pumped into a
polishing pool where that water is then pumped back into the groundwater table to
fresh on contaminants present in the South Park.
Bio fuel production is created from the combination of the phytoremediation plants,
algae, and water. The production of bio fuel is the source that could help fund the
whole project. Next, green concrete can be produced with the burning of
phytoremediation plants into ash as a product of making more sustainable concrete.
Landfill cleanup is important for the community health and for energy production. One
process used in this design is the collection of methane gas for energy production.
Puente Hills in Los Angels, California has been collection methane gas for years and on
average produces enough energy to power 10,000 homes. The second process allows
the landfill to be functional, but still clean for the environment and the people living in
South Park. Burning the landfill material and producing energy has become a popular
solution in Europe. A plant in Horsholm, Denmark has found a way to convert trash to
energy more cleanly.
Lastly, the water treatment plant can double as an exaction design. If South Park was to
flood due to sea level rise in the next 100 years, the idea is that this treatment plant
could float into the sea and be allowing for sustainable living. Sustainable cabins could
have living spaces and greenhouse food production above them. For fresh water,
seawater could be desalted in the wetland greenhouses. This would give the ingredients
for people to live out in sea for a decent period of time.
Filtering Resilience purposes a self‐cleaning system, treating water and soil on site
rather than dredging and re‐locating.

Slide 1‐Context
The Lower Duwamish originates in the Cascade Mountains and drains into Elliott Bay‐
making it an estuary with fresh and salt water mingling. Two of the projects sites are in
direct contact with the river, using the opportunity of its tides to intake water, treat it,
and convey it to the water plant located centrally between the high tide and low tide
intakes.
Slide 2‐Problem
Hazardous levels of pollutants and contaminates are leaching into the Lower Duwamish
River via groundwater pathway from industrial contamination jeopardizing
environmental and human health. With threats of sea level rise, existing pollutants will
flood the residential area and raise the ground water table increasing saltwater

intrusion. The salt content will make more toxics leach into the river through the
groundwater pathway.
Slide 3 EPA Clean Up
Our scheme works to deal with the problem on site, compared to the current shipping
of contaminated sediment to Eastern Washington and Oregon. The benefit of working
on site is more environmental friendly than the present day solution
Slide 4‐Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
Sea level rise and salmon extinction drive both site’s design by utilizing the threats to
create high tide and low tide intakes and to create wildlife habitat creation. Being
adjacent to a heavily industrial zoning area and combined sewer overflow locations,
both water and soil are heavily contaminated. These weaknesses are transformed to
opportunities to use phytoremediation, extract nutrients for plant growth, and create
biofuel production.
Slide 5 Precedence Study
Design ideas distilled from different case studies to incorporate into the design
schemes. The vignettes are representative of the possible solutions that have been
successful created into previous work.
Slide 6 Water Flow
Our design focuses on taking advantage of high tide and low tides to bring water into
the different sites. Once the water pumped to the treatment plant it is clean and then
pumped back into the groundwater table for recharging
Slide 7 Site Design
The site takes advantage of its proximity to the river by high tide to intake water and
using an adjacent street as a conveyor of water to the final water treatment plant.
Design form was inspired by the lines of contextual forces including flood plain zones,
access points, proximity of site to determine zoning of habitats. The form was inspired
by lines for contextual forces
Slide 8 Site Experience
The Park offers a myriad of interpretational educational signage exploring the various
ecosystem services present in the park, a meandering circulation path, a marina, and
various viewpoints on looking the Duwamish River.
Slide 9 Site Sections
High tide intake park re‐establishes waterfronts edge to accommodate ecological
integrity of degraded aquatic ecosystems. Shoreline is brought inland to provide
catchment and treatment of sediment, while simultaneously providing a boardwalk for
river viewpoints and recreation
Slide 10 Water Treatment Plant

This site focuses on cleaning and storing water from Duwamish River, while inviting
human interaction. The extent of the area is divided into a saltwater and freshwater
wetland, floating community center, and phytoremediation park.
Slide 11 Site Analysis
The site components are pealed off separately to illustrate how the overall form
works together to form a cohesive design.
Slide 12 Salt Water Wetland
During high tide, the water treatment plant will intake more salt content in the
water. Wetlands are design with plants that can tolerant salt and still uptake toxins,
while providing safe human access. Successional remediation represents wetland,
meadows, and forest.
Slide 13 Floating Community Center
The roof top consist of an outdoor amphitheater and sustainable cabins. The cabins
are divided into living spaces and greenhouse food production. Desalting
greenhouse wetlands provide fresh water. The bottom portion provides water
storage and allows the building to float.
Slide 14 Floating Community Center and Phytoremediation Park
The relationship between the two is complex, but produces many benefits for human
use and environmental improvement. Energy, green concrete, and bio fuels can be
created from the materials in the park. Wetlands can use phytoirrigaiton and clean
water can recharge the groundwater table.

